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1a. satire point - 
	the media's obsession with dramatizing small things
1b. what we're examining - 
how media stories about rail accidents encourage masses to constantly spend money on something that is not necessary and rarely has any effect
2. how point is proven - 
	the point is proven with the scene at the begin of the sketch and Twain's "statistics" that show that insurance tickets are useless- actually showing that very few people die or are injured in rail accidents, and that the media makes too big a fuss of it.
3. repetition - 
	there is repetition of words related to gambling- prize, lottery
	there is repetition of facts/statistics that is intentionally vague - Twain again and again refers
	to the number of people that the Erie railroad kills, and the whole basis for his "1/40 of us 
	die" figure is the statistic for two single cities.
	there is conduplicatio - "stay at home" p.451
	there is diacope - "road/roads" p.450
4. SOAPS - 
	S: the low fatality rate of those who travel by way of railroad, and the uselessness of insurance tickets when it comes to such things- why people should purchase the tickets for when they are resting at home.
	O: the media is making too big a fuss about railway accidents
	A: "all people", but more specifically, those who live in the United States and would purchase insurance tickets when traveling by rail
	P: to show that the railroad kills a miniscule fraction of the country's population and that the insurance tickets aren't truly necessary
	S: has traveled, and has experience with the railroad- also with newspapers.
5. establishment of ethos, pathos, logos - 
	ethos: "But I was mistaken. There was never a prize in the lot."
pathos: "I had been looking into this matter. Last year I traveled over twenty-thousand miles, almost entirely by rail;"
	logos: "The peril lay not in traveling, but in staying at home."
